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AbshacL Ce~Al11 is an orthorhombic compound in which the cerium atoms occupy two 
different sit&$. Due to the crystal smcture, the presence of twins cannot be avoided. Kondo 
effects are present. leading to unusual magnetic properties. Below the ordwing temperature, 
6.2 K, neutron diffraction experiments performed on powder, and more recently on sinsle 
crystals, evidenced two different magnetic phases: the compound is ferromagnetic between 6.2 K 
and 3.2 K, and becomes modulated wilh an incammensurate propagation vector k = (0,O. Kr) 
at lower temperatures. In borh phases, the cerium moments are very different on the two sites, 
one of them being strongly reduced. However, from the integrated magnetic intensities alone, 
one cannot determine on which of fie two sites the moment is reduced. 

Polarized neutron measurements were undertaken to remove this ambiguity and to obtain the 
magnetization density maps. The easy magnetization direction being along the b-dimtion. the 
experiment was performed with b parallel to the applied field. However, in the projection onto 
the plane perpendiculx IO b, the two cerium sites are superimposed and cannot be separated. It 
was then necessary to measure the magnetic density in three dimensions. To overcome the twin 
problem, measurements were performed for two onentations of the crystal and a new procedure 
for data treatment was used. The magnetization density maps obtained from Fourier inversion 
or by lhe three-dtmensional maximum entmpy method clearly show t h a  the reduced cerium 
moment is on the less symmetric crystallographic site. 

1. Introduction 

Ce3A111 is one of the cerium-aluminium compounds in which a coexistence of Kondo 
effects and magnetic interactions is observed. Kondo-type behaviour was deduced from the 
presence of a minimum in the electrical resistivity at high temperatures [l] and from the 
rather large value of the y coefficient in the specific heat ( y  = 100 mJ K-' for Ce&l) 
121. At low temperatures, magnetic interactions dominate and magnetic orderings of the 
momenb of the two Ce sites take place below 6.2 K [31. 

Recently, we have succeeded in growing large single crystals and we have confirmed, 
by neutron diffraction, the unusual transition from a ferromagnetic phase to a modulated 
structure as the temperature is decreased. In  the temperature range 3.2 K e T < 6.2 K the 
structure is ferromagnetic with all the Ce magnetic moments parallel to the b axis. Below 
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T = 3.2 K a modulated structure was found, with a propagation vector k = (0, 0, - $) 
and moments also parallel to b. In the two phases, the cerium moments are very different 
on the two sites: one has an almost normal value, whereas the other is strongly reduced. 
However, from the integrated magnetic intensities alone, one cannot determine on which of 
the two sites the moment is reduced. 

Polarized neutron measurements were undertaken to obtain the magnetization density 
maps and to remove this ambiguity. 
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Flgure 1. Isothermal magnetimtion C U N ~ S  at T = 2 K in a CelAlll single cryshl dong the a, 
b nnd c axes. Inset: detail in the low-field region of the induced magnetic transition along h e  
b axis. The l ines are guides for the eye. 

A 5 m3 single crystal [3] was used for the measurements. The domain proportion 
(82.6%/17.4%) was determined from a structure refinement using results of measurements 
on a 4-circle neutron diffractometer [3] .  
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Magnetization was previously measured [3] along the principal crystallographic 
directions on this single crystal (figure 1). 

2.2. Polarized neutron experiments 

Polarized neutron diffraction experiments were performed on the DN2 spectrometer (Silo6 
reactor, CEN-Grenohle). This is  a two-axis spectrometer with lifting counter, equipped with 
a cryomagnet system producing magnetic fields up to 4.6 T in the vertical direction. The 
wavelength is h = 1.2 A. For this type of measurement all the moments have to be parallel 
to the polarization direction, that is the vertical magnetic field. 

As the easy magnetization direction is along the b-direction, a first experiment was 
performed at 2 K with b vertical for the biggest partner x = 82.6% of the crystal. Due to 
the presence of twins, the smallest partner y = 17.4% of the crystal is then oriented with 
a vertical. Previous magnetic structure determinations at this temperature have shown [3] 
that, with such a field (H = 4.6 T) applied along b and a, the modulated structures are 
changed into ferromagnetic-type shxctures with all the moments parallel to the field. 

As well as reflections characteristic of the main partner (x = 82.6%) of the twin only, 
there are other reflections for which both partners of the twin will give contributions at the 
same B r a s  positions. This can he seen on the scheme of the reciprocal lattices for the two 
orientations b and a vertical (figure 2). These reflections are: 

( h ,  k = 3n, I ) ,  b vertical for crystal x ;  

( k / 3  = n,  3h, I), a vertical for crystal y ;  
with magnetic structure factor x F ~ ( h ,  k = 3n, I )  = x F M ~  

with magnetic structure factor y F ~ ( k / 3  = n, 3h, I )  = y F h ,  

This is especially the case for all the reflections measured in the equatorial plane (h.  0 , l ) .  

r- a: " 
by' - 

Figure 2. Horizonlal p h e s  containing reflections from the two partners of the twin in the 
reciprocal lattice: the crystal x is orientated with b vertical and the crystal y with a vertical. 

Usually, from flipping ratios R measured with polarized neutrons, it is possible to 
directly obtain the magnetic structure factor, knowing the nuclear one. In this first 
experiment, there are two terms to determine from the flipping ratios R I  of these reflections: 
F M ~  and Fh,. A second experiment was then performed with a vertical for x = 82.6% 
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of the crystal, and therefore b vertical for y = 17.4%. This gave the flipping ratio RZ 
involving y F ~ a  and X F ~ . .  

In a polarized neutron diffraction experiment with b vertical, the more commonly 
measured reflections are the (h ,O,I )  on- and they lead to a projection on the plane 
perpendicular to b on the magnetization density maps. Unfortunately, in such a projection, 
the two cerium sites are superimposed and cannot be separated. It was therefore also 
necessary to measure reflections of type (h, k .  I )  with k = I ,  2, 3 and 4 in order to get the 
magnetic density of the whole space. For the first experiment, 187 Ripping ratios RI were 
measured corresponding to 110 independent (h ,  k .  1 )  reflections. For the second experiment, 
121 flipping ratios R2 were measured corresponding to 68 independent (0, k ,  I )  and (1, k ,  I )  
reflections. The experimental conditions are summarized in table I .  

Table 1. Experimntd conditions for meaSuremenL of flipping mios 

*=1 .2 .4  cAP = $ ( A / z ) / J ( A )  = 0.0027 
p = -0.934 e = 1.0 
H = 4.6 T T = 2 K  

1st experiment 2nd experiment 
H 11 b for x = 82.6% 
H I1 a for y = 17.4% 

H I1 a for I = 82.6% 
H I1 b for y = 17.4% 

Contribution x X t Y  Y X t Y  

Number of (h .1 ,1)40  ( k . O , 1 ) 4 6  (0, k .  1) 16 (0, k ,  I )  50 
measured (h ,2 .1)32  (h ,3 , I )  34 ( 1 , k . l )  17 ( I , k , I ) 3 8  
reflections (h. 4, I )  35 ( k  # 3 4  ( k  = 3") 

Totd 187 121 

Number of (h. I , l )  22 (h.0.1) 27 (0. k .  I )  12 (0, k, I )  27 
independut (h.  2.1) 20 ( k .  3.1) 20 ( I .  k . 1 )  9 (1. k ,  1)  20 
reflections (h .4 .1 )  21 ( k  Z 3n) ( k  = 3n) 

Totd I10 68 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Flipping ratios for the case of twinned crystals 

For each of the two experiments, there are two types of reflections, due to the contribution 
of one partner only or of the two partners of the twin. In the first experiment ( b  vertical for 
x = 82.6% of the crystal), reflections of type (h. k # 372, I )  correspond to those involving 
the main partner only. Their flipping ratios are expressed in the classical way: 

where p is the beam polarization. e the flipping efficiency and q = sine, (Y being the angle 
between the scattering vector Q and the moment direction. L i p  is the h / 2  contamination 
correction. All the values used for. the corrections are gathered in table 1. The nuclear 
structure factors FN are calculated from the structure refinement [3] performed on the same 
crystal at room temperature. Extinction corrections can be neglected. The magnetic structure 
factors FM are obtained by solving a second-order equation with the usual programmes. 
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In contrast, the intensities of the reflections of type (h, k = 3n, I )  are mixed with those 
of reflections of type (n. 3h, I )  from the other partner of the twin (figure 2). The flipping 
ratios RI and Rz for the first and second experiments depend on the magnetic structure 
factors of both reflections. A new procedure for the data eeatment is necessary in order 
to separate the two contributions: one gets a fourth-order equation to solve, in order to 
obtain the magnetic structure factors of the main partner. The details of the calculation are 
given in the appendix. The data and the magnetic structure factors of the equatorial layer, 
deduced for the main partner with the b direction vertical, are presented in table 2. 

3.2. Magnetization den& 

3.2.1. Principles. The magnetic structure factors provided by the polarized neutTon 
diffraction experiments are the Fourier components of the magnetization density m(xyz). 
To obtain this density, one has to solve the inverse Fourier problem. The procedure is 
complicated by the presence of noise and the incompleteness of the data. For this reason, 
an infinity of maps can agree with the collected data, and one has to choose the best map 
from all of the possible ones. 

The most straightforward approach is the Fourier inversion. This technique has been 
widely used in this field but it presents severe drawbacks: (i) error bars are not taken into 
account, (ii) the non-measured Fourier components are artificially set to zero. These two 
points introduce artefacts in the reconstruction. 

The application of the maximufn entropy principle was a breakthrough in this field. The 
method consists of applying a choice criterion to select from all the possible maps the one 
which has the highest intrinsic probability, that is the one that maximizes the Boltzmyn 
entropy 

with 

s(xyz) = m(xyz )  1 l n i n e u m ( x ~ z ) h d y d z .  

This formula strictly applies for positive densities, but the calculation has been modified 
by Papoular to treat possible negative densities [5 ] .  

In the reconstruction of a magnetization density projection onto a particular plane, the 
Fourier inversion method makes use of the structure factors measured in the projection plane 
only. All the other components contribute nothing to the projected density. In contrast, it 
has been shown that the maximum entropy method may take advantage of all the three- 
dimensional data collected to yield better quality reconstructed two-dimensional projected 
maps [6,7]. 

Both methods have been used for Ce3AIIj and the results are compared below. 

3.2.2. Results from Fourier transformations. The map of the projection onto the (a, c) 
plane calculated by Fourier transformation is presented in figure 3 (top). The magnetic 
density is concentrated on the position of the Ce atoms, the fluctuations outside being 
insignificant, and the shape of the density looks quite cylindrical. However, on this 
projection the two types of Ce atoms are located in the same place, and it is not possible 
to distinguish between the two sites. Projections in the other directions are necessary. 

The magnetization densities obtained for the two projections along a (left) and along c 
(right) are presented in figure 3 (bottom). These maps show very clearly that the moments 
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a 

0 C 

b b 

0 C 0 a 
Figure 3. Projection onto the (a. e) (top), (b. c) (bottom let?) and (a, b) (bottom right) planes of 
the magnetization density in CelAIII, calculated by Fourier transformation. The steps between 

m maps. the contour lines are 0.8 p~ A-' for the top map and 0.2 p~ A-' for the botto 

on the two Ce sites are different, the one in (000) (Cer) being about twice as large as the 
other (Cell) . The densities have an elongated shape around the atomic sites. This can be 
explained partly by the poor resolution along the b direction: the maximum value of sine/.%. 
is 0.19 A-' only, whereas it is 0.57 A-' perpendicular to b. It can also be partly due to 
the shape of the magnetic cloud aroud the cerium atoms. 

3.2.3. Results from m i m u m  entropy calculations. In figure 4 the magnetization densities 
obtained by three-dimensional maximum entropy calculations and projected along a (left) 
and c (right) are shown. These maps confirm the results obtained from the Fourier maps: 
the two Ce are different, the one on the more symmetric crystallographic site being the 
more magnetic. Some anisotropy of the shape is also observed. To check whether this 
anisotropy is not an artefact 6f the data treatment, the densities projected along a obtained 
using the two methods (Fourier transformation and maximum entropy calculations) are 
compared in figure 5. The three drawings, performed for a quarter of the cell, correspond 
to: (left) Fourier transformation of the data, (middle) maximum entropy calculation of the 
data, (right) maximum entropy calculation of the structure factors obtained, for the same 
reflections and with the same experimental errors, in the case of a spherical density. 

In the case of spherical density, some anisotropy remains, due to the very large 
differences in resolution along the two directions. In the experimental maximum entropy 
map, the extla anisotropy, compared to the previous case represents the real anisotropy. For 
the Fourier case, the effects due to the poor resolution are drastic. 
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b 

C A -  b a 

Figure 4. Projections on the (6, c) Oeit) and (a, b) (right) planes of the magnetization density 
in CerAllg. deduced from three-dimensional maximum enbopy calcuhtions. Thc steps between 
the contour lines are 0.8 PB h-’. 

Fig- 5. Camparison of thc projections on the (a. b) plane of thc magnetization density 
in Ce3AI11, calculated by Fouria transformation (lell) and deduced from three-dimensional 
maximum entropy calculations in the experimental case (middle) and for a spherical density 
(right). Only a quarter of the cell is represented. 

3.3. Magnetic form factor 

As long as the shape of the magnetization density on the two Ce a u ”  is the same, it is 
possible to calculate the magnetic f o m  factor in the horizontal (Q, c) plane. The magnetic 
structure factors in this plane correspond to the sum of three moments, one on the Ce, site 
and two on the Ceu site, Considering that there is virtually no anisotropy in this plane 
(figure 3), four different calculations were performed, where the only parameter was the 
value of the sum of the three moments: the magnetization density is either isotropic (dipolar 
approximation) or presents an axial symmetry along b, i.e. the wavefunction is a pure I;, m) 
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state. Previous calculations [SI show that the extention in the basal plane is rather different 
for the three possible levels I;, f), 1;. 9 ) .  13, f). 

The four calculations are compared with the experimental points in figure 6. The best 
agreement corresponds to the I$,$) calculation. This level leads to a theoretical moment 
of $g, pg = 1.29 pg, a value very close to that of l.Z* (0.10) p g  obtained for the Cer 
moment at low temperatures and under an applied field [3]. Moreover, the magnetization 
density of such a level [SI is slightly elongated along the quantification axis, that is the 
field axis 6. It corresponds rather well to the anisotropy observed in the maximum entropy 
maps. 

. 

I I I 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
sine/h (A-') 

Figure 6. Magmtic structure factars of the equatorial plane (dark circles). Comparison of four 
calculations. (i) dipolar 3pprOxiriXItiOn (dotted line. large dash), (ii) I f ,  f) wavefunction (dolled 
line, small dash), (iii) 1;. $) wavefunction (continuous line), (iv) 1s. f )  wavefunction (chain 
curve). 

4. Conclusion 

We have shown that it is possible to determine a magnetization density on a twinned 
crystal, using polarized neutron diffraction. The results evidence with out^ ambiguity that 
the moments on the two cerium sites have quite different values: the moment on the less 
symmetric crystallographic site Ce" is strongly reduced. 

The analyses of the shape of the magnetization density from both maximum entropy 
maps and magnetic form factors reveals that the ground-state wavefunction can be of 1; I) '. 2 type. As the shape of the densities is very similar for the two cerium atoms, the reductlon 
of the Cerl moment is not due to crystal field effects and the Kondo effect must be put 
forward. 
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Appendix 

In the first experiment, one measures: 

(i) the reflections (h, k = 3n, 1 )  for x %  of the crystal with b vertical: F N ( ~ ,  3n, 1) = FN 

(ii) the reflections (k/3 = n, 3h, 1 )  for y% of the crystal with a vertical: F N ( ~ ,  3h, I )  = 
and Fu(h. 3n, I )  = F M ~  

FL and F&, 3h. I )  = FLo.  

In the second experiment, one measures: 

(iii) the reflections (n, 3h, I )  for x %  of the crystal with a vertical (FE, and FLJ 
(iv) the reflections (h, 3n, 1 )  for y% of the crystal with b vertical ( F N  and Fub). 

The flipping ratios RI and Rz for the two experiments are then: 

xlb+(h,3n,I)+yI:(n,3h,I)+Ll~/z  
X / r ( h ,  3n, 1)  + Yl;(n. 3h, I )  + LIA/Z 

R I  = 

with 

Ib+(h,3n,I) = F i + 2 P q z F N F u b + 9 2 F ~ b  
i ; (h, 3n, 1 )  = F i  - 2epq'FN F m  + q 2 F i b  

3h, I )  = F{ +2pq2FhFL, + q 2 F &  
Iu-(n, 3h, I )  = F{ - -2epq*F~F~,  + q 2 F t a  

q2 will have the value q: or q l  depending on the experiment it refers to. L ~ A / z  and LzA/z 
are the h 12 corrections on the nuclear structure factors for each experiment: 

L I A ~  = C~/~(~IF~(2h,6n,21)1*+ylFE,(2n,6h,2I)I~) 
Lujz = CAjz(xlF~(2n,6h,u)12+ylF~(2h,6n,21)12). 

If as usual: y = FMb/FN and y' = F L J F h ,  the expressions for RI and Rz lead to two 
second-order equations in y and y': 

with: 

A I  = x ( l  - R1)q;Fi  A{ = ) ' ( I  - Ri)q:F{ 
El = b p ( l  + e R l ) q f F i  E;  = 2 y p ( l  +eRl)q:F;  
CI = (1 - R l ) [ x F i  + YF,$ + LlA/2l 

A2 = y(1 - R2)q:Fi A; = x ( l  - R&F$ 
BZ = 2 y p ( l  +eRz)q:Fi  B; = 2 x p ( l +  eRz)q;F{ 
Cz = (1 - R z ) [ y F i  + x F $  + L u p ] .  

The combination of equations (1) and (2) leads to a fourth-order equation in y :  

u4y4 + u3y3 + uzy2 + U l Y  + U0 = 0 (A31 
where the coefficientsu, are expressedas a function of AI(*). A;c2,. B1(2), BiC2, and CIQ). For 
each pair of measured flipping ratios RI  and Rz. the coefficients ui are calculated. Equation 
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(A3) was solved by using a subroutine which uses the Laguerre method to calculate the 
solutions of an nth degree polynomial [9]. Physical considerations helped us to choose 
between the four possible solutions. 
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